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Abstract: The capability to bend in a controlled manner Grès
Porcelain stoneware tiles passing by a very exclusive process
of pyroplastic deformation opens up entirely new opportunities
in utilisation of this important family of ceramics. A bended
tile can be exploited in innovative applications, such as stairs,
shelves, benches and even radiators, turning this element from
a simple piece of furnishing in a modern functional
component. But this change in functionality also requires a
different approach in the quality control, both at the product
and process levels, that can no longer be limited to the use of
tests specified in the regulations for traditional ceramics (e.g.
colour, porosity, hygroscopic ...). This article describes the
first device so far devised for the verification of resistance to
bending of curved tiles, discussing the correct way of use. The
adoption of this particular equipment as an off-line control
device can represent a valid strategy for monitoring the
product and process quality.
Keywords: Grés Porcelain, mechanical tests, equipment
design, international standard, quality control

1. Introduction1
Far from representing the current popular
opinion, Grès Porcelain stoneware can be
rightly considered as an very advanced
material: compact, durable and economical,
especially suited to meet the needs of the
world of construction and civil buildings
(ISO 14411, 2012). The porcelain stoneware
slabs are obtained by a sintering process of
ceramic clays, feldspar, kaolin and sand
(Dondi, 1999). These basic materials are first
milled into "slips" and then finely atomised
1
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until a granulometrically homogeneous
powder is obtained. At this point the mixture
passes to the pressing phase where forces are
applied by a mechanical compression of the
order of 500 Kg per cm² before proceeding
towards the oven for the thermal treatment.
The firing takes place at a temperature of
about 1150-1250°C in long kilns, up to 140
meters, where the raw material is gradually
brought to the maximum temperature,
maintained there for about 25-30 minutes. It
follows a gradual cooling down to the
ambient temperature. The cooking process
determines the transformation of powder in
ceramic ("vitrification"), attributing the
typical characteristics of abrasion resistance,
water resistance and longevity. Extremely
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popular, th
he grès porcelaain stoneware offers
a valid coaating solutions for both indoo
or, and
outdoor, raanging from pu
ublic to the prrivate.
A deep analysis with
h relevant details
d
regarding the global siignificance off grès
porcelain tile manufactture, the scieentific
activity in grès porcelaain tile’s perfo
ormed
during thee last decad
des (including
g the
progressivee improvemen
nt of quality
y for
processes and productss) and the overall
o
importancee of the tiile’s businesss are
available in
n (Sanchez et al.,
a 2010). Than
nks to
several reecent develop
pments in ceeramic
technologiees, producers are
a now availaable to
present on the market tilees with sizes raanging
from 5x5 to 100x300ccm (“large format
f
tiles”) and
d thickness frrom 3 to 20 mm.
Nowadays,, grès porceelain represen
nts a
perfect solu
ution in a extreemely large ran
nge of
practical applications:
a
frrom small tilees for
bathrooms or swimming pools to huge slabs,
perfect forr coating largee sized spaces,, such
as airports, squares and public buildingss.

Acccording to a roough estimatioon carried out
by the
t author, starrting from dataa provided by
the most recent investigation available on
tiless sales (Serri and Lubertoo, 2011) and
con
nsidering, as annalogy, the marrket trends of
sim
milar sectors, itt is possible too declare that
morre than 750 miillions square m
meters of grès
porccelain stonewaare are produceed every year
in the
t World. Att the same tim
me, all these
elem
ments have thee same “intrinssic limitation”
for
applicationn:
they
arre
entirely
com
mmercialized inn flat slabs.
On the contrary, some interessting patents,
relaated to an innovvative process developed in
Italy
y more than 10 years aggo (Fabbroni,
200
03), but only recently refinned toward a
com
mplete troublleshooting oof technical
prob
blems (Conti, 2014), allow
w to produce
porccelain tiles shaped in the three
dim
mensions, thus overcoming thhe limitations
imp
posed by the pllanar form.

Figure 1. Bending proceess for a tile
p
This proccess is baseed on a proper
combinatio
on of tool machining and
secondary firing in an ov
ven which allo
ows to
bend the porcelain stonew
ware tile (Figu
ure 1).
Everything
g starts from an
a ordinary flaat tile.
On the inner side of the tile
t several incisions
ool machine. These
T
are realizeed using a to
grooves have
h
to be modelled witth an
extreme prrecision, since they will serve as a
guide durin
ng the bending
g phase. The tile is
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n placed on sp
special shaped supports, of
then
refrractory materiial, which sliide inside a
roller kiln (Figuree 2). The oven,, divided into
tem
mperature stag es, is able tto accurately
caliibrate the therm
mal profile to w
which the tile
has to be subjeccted. There is a long, but
ntrolled phase of slow heatinng. When the
con
tem
mperature of tthe tile reachhes a certain
phenomena
threeshold,
visccoplasticity
app
pears in the m
materials, betteer known as
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“pyroplastiicity” (Bernaardi, 2006): the
ceramic becomes
b
ducttile, the masss of
material is deformed by
b gravity an
nd is
modelled (by pyroplaastic deform
mation)

Figure 2. Tilees entering in oven
o
The potenttial of bending
g technology iss huge
and bended
d ceramic tiles can cover a wide
range of applications from
f
the worrld of
constructio
on and archittecture (Serrii and
Luberto, 2011). A bendeed ceramic tilee may
be used, for
fo example, to
o make a com
mplete
step, a skirrting board con
nnected to the floor,
a shelf, a corner of thee house, and much
more (Figu
ure 4).
But this change in fu
unctionality, to
t be
correctly im
mplemented, also
a
requires a new
and very
y different approach to the
methodolog
gy adopted in
i quality co
ontrol.
Internation
nal standards, largely
l
used fo
or the

uching the shaape which suppports it. The
cou
proccess ends witth a slow coooling and the
finaal exit from thee oven (Figure 3).

Fig
gure 3. Tiles exxiting from oveen
quaality classificattion of traditioonal ceramic
tiless, are too limiited in the casse of bended
tiless. In fact, thesee standards do not take into
acco
ount how a tiile folded tentt to resemble
morre to a mechaanical componnent that one
elem
ment of furnitu
ture. On the contrary, both
the ISO 13006 and 10545 thhat the more
gen
neral EN 1441 1 appear to rrefer, in their
entiirety, to ceram
mics for archhitectural, or
decorative coatingg. A detailed annalysis of the
limiits of applicab ility of the exiisting rules to
the case of curvved tiles is presented in
(Fraagassa, 2015).

4 Advanced so
olutions in arch
hitecture permiitted by bendedd tiles as steps & stairs or
Figure 4.
extterior edges in villas
The necesssitate to pay a particular atteention
both to the control of products and
processes, combined wiith the almostt total

k of specific standards whiich could be
lack
used
d as a valuablle reference foor testing, has
been the central motivation foor this study.
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The need of implemen
nting specificc and
accurate tests for the quality contrrol of
bended tiles and ben
nding processes is
particularly
y relevant also considering
g that,
currently, neither
n
theorettical, nor num
merical
the
studies
specifically
investigate
transformations occurred
d in tiles durin
ng the
bending ph
hase focusing the
t attention off their
mechanicall functionalitty. A prelim
minary
analysis iss represented by a very recent
r
publication
n of the autho
or (Fragassa, 2016)
where a methodologiical approach is
proposed aiming at modelling the
viscoelasticc response of grés porccelain
during beending process by the usse of
commerciaal Finite Elem
ments codes. In
n this
research it
i is showed
d how appaarently
marginal changes in inputs or even
assumption
n in models, paarticularly regaarding
the materiaal behaviour and
a its respon
nse in
terms of tiime- and temp
perature- depeending
viscoelasticcity (e.g. shiifting function
ns of
relaxation modulus), lead to a large
unpredictab
bility in tiless’ final proprieties.
This variability reduces the rang
ge of
application
ns where bendeed tiles can be used,
especially limiting their adoption wheen an
accurate estimation
e
off dimensionall and
mechanicall proprietiess is mand
datory.
Without a different approach toward the
TQM, invo
olving a deepeer comprehensiion of
quality asp
pects, as describ
bed, for instan
nce, in
(Fragassa et al., 2014
4) and referreed to
different market
m
sectorrs, it is harrd to
transform the bended tiles
t
in large-mass
products.

2. Qualitty in ceramic industry
In the ceraamic industry in general, ev
ven if
the implem
mentation of methods and too
ols for
a multistag
ge quality conttrol has advancced in
the last decades,
d
it iss still behind
d the
traditional industry (as
(
chemicall or
mechanicall) where very refined
r
solution
ns are
already deeveloped even involving arttificial
of
neural
network-fuzzy
n
algorithms
simulation (Azadeh et al., 2010). Adding
A
several studies
s
also investigated the
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inteeresting aspectts of the trannsmission of
variiations along the different stages of a
man
nufacturing pprocess (as reported in
Herredia and Grass, 2010; Hereddia and Gras,
2011).
This methodoloogical backw
wardness in
ceraamic sector iss partly relatedd to the fact
thatt it works w
with draft m
materials and
tech
hnologies chaaracterized byy a level of
kno
owledge in uunit operationns that has
prog
gressed far leess than in othher industrial
app
plications (as hhighlighted in Edgar, 1996)
wheere a detailed sstate of arts off solutions for
con
ntrolling uncconventional process is
prop
posed). An addditional aspecct that makes
quaality control difficult stem
ms from the
stru
uctural and cheemical nature oof the ceramic
prod
duct, makinng the reqquired end
characteristics to be multiple aand complex,
sincce the coomplexity off chemical
tran
nsformations ooccurred durinng processing
(de Noni et al.., 2010). In the case of
trad
ditional ceram
mic tiles, the end product
musst meet a num
mber of requiirements that
rang
ge from purelly technical ccharacteristics
(low
w porosity aand wear reesistance) to
aestthetic qualitiess (gloss and ddesign), often
resttricting the im
mplementationn of quality
con
ntrol systems. An implem
mentation of
tech
hniques of coontrol in the ceramic tile
indu
ustry would bbe justified foor high value
prod
ducts. In geeneral, accordding to the
Inteernational Stanndards, a porcelain tile has
to be characterizzed by waterr absorption,
mecchanical streength, frost resistance,
hard
dness,
chem
mical
resistaance,
stain
resiistance and aesthetics ((e.g. colour,
poliishing, glazinng, etc.). Evven if these
aspeects are clearlly not homogeeneous, all of
them
m contribute too the overall qquality of the
finaal product. Att the same tiime, a strict
toleerance of speccific propertiess, particularly
regaarding the geeometrical dim
mensions, are
trad
ditionally usedd as a frontlinne control for
mon
nitoring the quality of process. In
(San
ntos-Barbosa, 2013), foor instance,
emp
pirical relationnships used to obtain a
mod
del for predictting the final ddimensions of
tiless (diameter annd thickness) in lab scale,
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taking into
o account the dimensional
d
ch
hanges
steps
experienced along the manufacturing
m
was develo
oped. In the same
s
work, seeveral
aspects regarding
r
th
he difficulty
y in
implementiing automating
g controls insid
de this
type of ind
dustry is also discussed and related
to the largee variety of pro
oducts.
One of thee main quality concerns is related
to the dimeensional uniforrmity of the tilee (size
and form). The challen
nge of dimensional
control is to
t produce thee highest amou
unt of
tiles within
n a standardizeed specification
n. The
dimensionaal changes of ceramic tiles have
been broad
dly studied in
n the last deccades,
using diffeerent approachees. The final size of
fired bodies has been related to
o the
compositio
on of raw materials and/or
a
parametters,
processing
inclluding
preparation
n, forming, and
d firing steps. Some
of these works
w
could be
b associated with
tentative approaches
a
to
o provide datta for
future-auto
omated controll of unit operaations
in the cerramic tile ind
dustry. Particu
ularly,
pressing an
nd firing stepss have been sttudied
more deeplly. For instancee, the characterristics
of an indusstrial powder and
a the influen
nce of
its particle size distributtion on the weet and
fired densiities were stud
died by (Amorros et
al., 1984). This large investigation also
proposes corrective so
olutions relateed to
excessive
deviations
from
req
quired
dimensionss of the final products adju
usting
the density
y distribution of
o basic elements in
moisture, th
he compacting
g pressure, the firing
shrinkage, etc.. It is stated that dimensional
% can be enou
ugh to
variations of only 0.1%
cause signiificant deformations on largee tiles
and loss of
o functionalitty. Considerin
ng the
importancee to keep the process param
meters
under a strict and stab
ble control, seeveral
similar researches also propose new
methods/sy
the
efffective
ystems
for
monitoring
g of powder moisture,
m
compaaction
pressure, temperature off fire, even wiith on
ures. Even if th
he positive efffect of
line measu
the applicaation of a TQ
QM approach in
i the
traditional ceramic manu
ufacturing is eaasy to
be verified
d, as in (de Noni
N
et al., 2006),
2
neverthelesss, the influeence of the main

proccess variablees on the final and
inteermediate chaaracteristics oof the tiles
(maass, size andd thickness) hhas not yet
acco
omplished in the literaturee considering
the tile manufactturing process as a whole.
Furrther efforts are necessaary in this
direection.
Outtside several cconcepts here detailed and
gen
nerically referabble to the appliication of TQ
metthods and tool s in the traditiional ceramic
indu
ustry, additionnal consideratiions have to
be expressed
e
regaarding the use of TQM for
mon
nitoring bendinng processes. In fact, to be
efficient and funcctional, a qualitty monitoring
on processes annd products in ceramics
indu
ustry has to take in counnt of several
speccificities. Thee conventional industrial
proccessing of grrés porcelain tiles covers
threee main stagess: milling/mixiing and spray
dryiing of the raw materials; preessing, drying
and
d decorating off the green boddy; firing and
classsifying of thee finished prooduct. In the
casee of bended tilles, another staage, the forth,
is also added: aas previously detailed, it
con
nsists in a furthher tile firing inn kiln, leading
to bend
b
the flat shhape by “pyroodeformation”
and
d gravity. This additional proccess is totally
indeependent by the previous ones: it is
com
mmonly realizzed in a diffeerent process
plan
nt and can be aalmost appliedd to the whole
gam
mma of flat tilees available onn the market.
As a consequencee, wherever thhe concept of
TQM
M for bendeed tiles is m
mentioned, it
speccifically refeers to the nnecessity of
mon
nitoring the quuality parameteers along this
fortth stage of treatment (ussed for tile
ben
nding) withoutt considering the previous
onees (used for tile productioon). In other
term
ms, in the fo
following secttions of the
pressent article, thhe quality of flat tile is a
con
nstant basis for every fuurther TQM
con
nsideration.

3. Internation
nal standarrds
applicabiliity
This investigationn starts from a preliminary
analysis of ccommon meethods and
equ
uipments used in ceramics tiles for the
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evaluation of mechaniical proprietiees of
resistance. In this field,, as first step, ISO
10545 has to be recogniized as the esssential
standard ru
uling the test methods
m
provided for
the qualify
ying characterisstics ceramic tiiles in
function of
o their use. This
T
large staandard
consists off 17 different seections, one forr each
test method. Anyway, only
o
the Part 4, on
Determinattion of modullus of rupturee and
breaking strength refers to mechanicall tests
and proprieties. For instaance, it reportts that
grès porcellain stonewaree has to demon
nstrate
(to be com
mmercialized) a breaking strrength
≥1300N an
nd a bending strength
s
≥35N
N/mmq
as lower lim
mits.
These vaalue can be
b
measured
d by
experimenttal tests usin
ng, for instan
nce, a
servohydraaulic testing frame faatigue
machine, equipped by a load
l
cell. Speciimens
can be loaaded in contro
ol of displacem
ments
and stresses measured. Data have to
t be
acquired with
w an appropriate acquisition
n rate,
able to correctly mo
onitor the failure
f
phenomenaa. Grips and fixtures
f
have to be
selected/reaalized and positioned accord
ding to
the standarrds. Even the number
n
of speccimen
is strictly defined
d
by stan
ndard with the aim
a at
reducing ex
xperimental vaariability.
For each specimen, tests and calculaations
permit to determinate:
d
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the forcee-displacement diagram
bbreaking
loads
the
and
displacem
ments
 the
brreaking
strength
and
deformattion
 the stresss-strain diagram
m
In the case of determinationn of flexural
breaaking strengthh, a flexural teest has to be
used
d. It permits the determinnation of the
breaaking load, breaking sttrength and
mod
dulus of ruptuure of a tile bby applying a
ben
nding force at a specified ratee to the centre
of the
t tile, the pooint of applicaation being in
con
ntact with the pproper surface oof the tile.
Theere are differeent methods foor measuring
streength, such ass the most com
mmon threepoin
nt and four-poiint flexural tessts (Figure 5),
but also equibiaxxial disk flexuure test, ringon-rring and ball-oon-ring are som
metimes used.
As reported in ASSTM C1161, inn general the
threee-point test coonfiguration exxposes only a
very
y small portioon of the speccimen to the
max
ximum stresss. Therefore, three-point
flex
xural strengthss are likely to be much
greaater than fouur-point flexurral strengths.
Thrree-point flexuure has some aadvantages. It
usess simpler test ffixtures, it is eaasier to adapt
to high
h
temperatuure and fractuure toughness
testing, and it is sometimess helpful in
Weibull statisticaal studies. Hoowever, fourpoin
nt flexure is ppreferred and rrecommended
for most characterrization purposses.
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A
of loads
l
with 3-po
oint and 4-poinnt flexural test
Figure 5. Application
According to the prev
vious investigaations
(Fragassa, 2015), it is possible
p
to co
onfirm
that ISO 10545/4 and, in
n particular, a threepoint flexu
ural test repressents an appro
opriate
method for
f
measuring
g the mechaanical
flexural behaviour
b
off Grès Porcelain
stoneware even in the caase of bended
d tiles.
This test haas also been ap
ppropriately used for
monitoring
g the process off bending of tilles (as
reported in
n Fragassa et all., 2014b)
Using
th
he
three-po
oint
experim
mental
configuratiion:
 brreaking load is the force neceessary
to cau
use the test specimen to breeak as
read frrom the pressurre gauge
 brreaking streng
gth is the force
obtained by multiplying the breeaking
load by the ratio (sp
pan between su
upport
rods)/((width of the teest specimen)
 beending strengtth or modulu
us of
rupturee is the quaantity obtaineed by
dividin
ng the breakin
ng strength by
b the
squaree of the minim
mum thickness along
the brroken edge (on the base of a
rectang
gular cross-secction).

4. Expeerimental eq
quipment
This investtigation aims, as
a main objectiive, at
providing a precise and detailed descrription

of an
a experimentaal apparatus thhe first so far
dev
vised for the quality controol of curved
tiless. This validattion test, perfoormed by the
use of this specifiic equipment, ppasses by the
meaasurement of tthe flexural str
trength in the
mosst stressed poinnt for the tile. It is meant to
reprresent an innoovative operaational mode,
usefful not only foor the quality ccontrol of the
prod
duction lot, bbut also to ooptimize the
proccess parameteers and to enable their
con
ntinuous monitooring.
Thee analysis waas initiated bby a careful
mod
delling of meechanism and movements,
with
h special regarrds to the propper evaluation
of conditions
c
adoppted in applicaation of loads
and
d constraints. From this preliminary
analysis, a listt of design parameters
emeerged, includiing their effeect of stress
leveels.
It ap
ppears immeddiately clear thee opportunity
to focus
f
this inveestigation on thhe strength of
the curved part off the tile. This aarea, one side
is weakened
w
by thhe incisions maade on the tile
to allow the follding, the othher is almost
alw
ways the pooint of greeatest stress
con
ncentration inn exercise. The same
con
nclusion is eviident by exam
mining actual
casees of broken tilles curves (Figgure 6). It can
also
o recognize hoow this area, iin the normal
con
nditions of usee, is subject predominantly
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to a bendin
ng stress. Con
nsequently, thee new
test equipm
ment was imaagined to prov
vide a
pure bendiing moment in
n the fold, witth the
additional requirement, especially
e
link
ked to

the environment of intended use for the
vice, to be robuust, reliable and of practical
dev
use.

Fig
gure 6. Tile faailure

Figure 7. Drawing
D
of testing machine
pment,
The resultt is a very simple equip
manually activated,
a
highlly functional, which
w
will complement what is already requirred by
ISO 10545
5.4 on how to commission teesting
of ceramics by calcullating the fleexural
modulus off rupture and th
he effort of beending
failure.
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F
7 this device is shoown, together
In Figure
with
h its main partss including:
1) supportinng table
2) fixing levver for arrestinng the bended
tile
3) gripping system for loading the
bended tiile
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4) en
ndless
screw
w
for
motion
m
traansmission
5) baall joint for a correct direcctional
alignment of forrces
6) load cell for evaluation of forces
7) haandlebar for a manual appliccation
off loads
8) ru
ubber support inserts
i
for a correct
su
urface contact
9) beended tile undeer testing
The tile is lying on th
he supporting table
where it iss blocked by the
t pressure ex
xerted
by the fixiing lever. Thiss bar is close to
t the
tile through
h the use of tw
wo screws whicch are
binding to the supporting
g table. By a manual
m
action of loading
l
on thee handlebar, moved
m
by the endlless screw, thee operator impo
oses a
translationaal adjusting th
he gripping sy
ystem.
When this movable parrt of the equip
pment
comes in contact
c
with th
he curved sectiion of

the tile, the moveement is no lonnger free: any
add
ditional load oon the handllebar by the
opeerator turns intto a pressure field on the
tile..
Thee load cell hhas precisely the task of
read
ding the intennsity of this fforce. A ball
join
nt, positioned bbetween the eendless screw
and
d the gripping system, reducces the effect
of any
a misalignm
ment of the tilee with respect
to th
he contact surfface.
All the structural parts of the equipment are
mad
de in constructtion steel (35CrMn5). Some
inseerts in ruubber (a P
PTFE with
den
nsity=2170kg/m
m3; G=500GP
Pa;
=0.48)
allo
ow to limit thee incidence off local effects
of contact. In p articular, rubbber pads are
pressent between:
1) tile and ssupporting tablle
2) tile and ggripping system
m
3) tile and ffixing lever

Figure 8.
8 Device techn
nical design
A drafting listed device iss available in Figure
F
8.

5. Test methods
m
With the aim
a at modelliing force/consstrains
faces severral simplificatio
ons are possiblle.

As first step, it iis worthy of aattention that
thiss mechanism ccan be considerred in a twodim
mensional prosspective withhout relevant
changes. In this caase, the tile, noow reduced to
a bi-dimensional bar, presents 3 degrees of
freeedom (instead of 6): it can be translated
alon
ng the x axis, translated alonng the y axis,
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and rotated
d, as rigid body
y, about one ro
otating
point. Speccifically, the tiile is locked on
o the
support tab
ble by the presssure exerted by
b the
screwed bar:
b
this loadiing system caan be
easily scheematized by a planar revolute pair

pair) and a plaanar prismatic pair (P-pair)
(R-p
as reported
r
in F igure 9. No m
movement is
perm
mitted with thee tile in a isostaatic boundary
con
nditions.

Fig
gure 9. Planar revolute
r
and pllanar prismaticc pairs
Referring to the device’s functionalitty, by
the handleb
bar the operato
or imposes a ro
otation
to the endless screw, whiich, thanks also to a
rigid flat abutment, is transferred to the
gripping system
s
in teerms of horizzontal
translation.. When the grip
pping system comes
c
in contactt with the bended tiles, the
macroscopic displacemeents are prev
vented
and induce a stress / strain state in the
ceramics

p
the toorsional momeent acting on
In practice,
the handlebar is directly transferred to the
tile by the grippping system aas a contact
presssure on the vertical surfacce and, as a
con
nsequence of this, in termss of flexural
streesses in the bennding zone.
Thee simplified ssystem of connstraints and
forcces is representted in Figure 10.

M
loadss and constrainns
Figure 10. Modelling
where it is defined
δ tile thickkness
H tille (external) heeight
l
distance of fulcrum of tthe lever
h tille internal heig
ght
R radius off curvature
B tille (external) len
ngth
q distributeed load on surfface
b tille internal leng
gth
hq height off loading area
A tille width
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Figure 11. Standard
d formula for an
a “L” shaped beam

Figure 12. Evaluation
E
scheeme of loads (F
F), reaction forrces (R), shearss (V) and bendding moments
(M)
With refereence to the diaagram of calcu
ulation
of Figure 11 and witho
out considerin
ng the
presence off a bending rad
dius, it is possiible to
estimate (aas reported by Cesari et al., 2013;
Paolacci, 2010):
2
JZ ~ 128 00
00 mm4
(1)
WZ ~ 3 200
0 mm3
(2)
The evaluaation of reactio
on forces, sheerrs and
bending moments
m
can
n be obtaineed in
accordancee
with
th
he
simplificcation

reprresented in
con
nsequence:

Figure

12

and,

as

a
(4)

Forr instance, in thhe case of
4.0

(5)

then
n,
140
~ 44

(6)
(7)
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6. Quality control
The equipm
ment is finally
y assembled an
nd use
for a direct measures of flexural resisttances
of bended tiles
t
(Figure 13
3). This prelim
minary
test aims at
a validating the
t adoption of
o the
new equip
pment as testiing device fo
or the
quality monitoring of bending proccesses

insttead of invesstigating speccific lots of
prod
duction. Betweeen other usefuul proprieties,
the measures havee to be, first off all, constant
and
d repetitive whhen referred tto analogous
tests and sampless. According too the general
sim
mplicity of funnctional princiiples and of
opeerating mechannisms, a high repeatability
for the measuremeents is supposeed.

Fig
gure 13. Equip
pment used for testing bendedd tiles
ure sensibility was
This checck on measu
implementeed testing ceramic
c
speciimens
manufacturred in stab
ble conditions of
materials and
a
process, in
i accordance with

neral theory onn statistical quuality control
gen
(Mo
ontgomery, 20007) and on design and
analysis of expperiments (Moontogeomery,
200
01).

Figure
F
14. Con
ntrol chart regaarding the flexu
ural resistance of bended tilees
Specifically
y, n. 60 tiles were
w
bended taking
t
care of hav
ving the same:
 baasic material (a
( commercial fine
po
orcelain stonew
ware)
 prroduction plan
nt (a specific tunnel
t
kiiln)
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prrofile
of
time-deppending
temperatu
ture.
Theese samples were firstly verified in
dim
mensions and, tthen, tested ussing the new
flex
xural testing ddevices. For eaach specimen
the maximal loadding force (leaading to tile’s
ruptture) was recoorded and compared. The

C. Fragassa

ultimate flexural stress was
w also calcu
ulated
and compaared.
in
a
slight
Generally,
variability
experimenttal data is acceeptable dealing
g with
ceramics, which,
w
due to
o a combination of
several factors (relativee to composiitions,
processes...), tends to bee a material frrom a
quite unprredictable mecchanical behaviour.
According to (Palmonarii and Carani, 2005;
Fragassa et al., 20
014c) or siimilar
investigatio
ons, mechaniical proprietiees in
ceramics caan unsurprising
gly vary of 15--18%.
A similarr inaccuracy is waited from
instrumentaal outputs. In the
t current casse, the
range of variability
v
wass higher than 25%
(Figure 14)).
The probleem of uncertain
nty on experim
mental
measuremeents, compared
d with the inh
herent
variability of the materrial, is a recu
urrent
matter to be considered
d whenever natural
n
materials or
o unconventiional processees are
present. In this case, both
h of these aspeects of
unpredictab
bility surely co
oexist, and aree able
to justify the amplitudee of control chart.
With the aiim at assuring that the accuraacy of
measuremeent is sufficient to ensuree the
validity off experimentall results, a sp
pecific
FEM invesstigation is alsso implemented and
presented in (Pavlovic, 2016) towarrd the
complete qualification of the teesting
equipment..

7. Concclusions
In the casse of bended tiles, designerrs are
facing an entirely new class of funcctional
elements, perfect for providing seeveral
convincing
g architectural solutions in a large
range of applications where tradiitional
porcelain stoneware faails. The situ
uation
renders obsolete the trad
ditional rules for
fo the
determinatiion
of
the
mechaanical
characteristics of the planar tiless. In
particular, this limit refers to the
applicabilitty of ISO 105
545.4 that desccribes
the modee for testing
g the mechaanical
proprieties of ceramics by calculatin
ng the
modulus off rupture in beending and breeaking

straain in bending. In the case off bended tiles,
thiss standard evenn fails to addreess the area of
con
ncentration off tensions. Inn fact, it is
evid
dent how the test conditionns are totally
diffferent respect to the working conditions:
therrefore, the neeed of new experimental
metthods emergedd.
As a direct connsequence, a new testing
dev
vice was desiggned and reallized. It was
speccifically intennded to test the flexural
streength of bendedd tiles in theirr most critical
areaa, as a funndamental paarameter for
mon
nitoring the quality of process and
prod
ducts. The preesent article ddescribed the
app
paratus, the sppecimen requiirements, the
test procedure and all the calculations
perm
mitting to obttain the maxim
mal value of
flex
xural strengtth starting from the
exp
perimental meaasures. The prrocedure can
be indifferently aapplicable to m
monolithic or
partticulate- or w
whisker-reinforcced ceramics
tiless, when beended. Furtheermore, this
exp
perimental equiipment is veryy simply in its
utiliisation and ccan be used at ambient
tem
mperature or environmentaal conditions
with
hout particularr limitations. S
Since all these
aspeects, the new method of tessting is ready
to assume
a
a role of standard inn the case of
quaality certificatioon of bended tiiles.
Thee paper also prroposed an inittial use of the
equ
uipment for thhe quality m
monitoring of
ben
nding process by a direct measures of
flex
xural resistancces on some lots of tiles.
This preliminaryy test manlly aims at
valiidating the addoption of thhe device as
testing tool insidee a larger approoach of TQM.
Reg
grettably, expeerimental meassures showed
an unforeseen uuncertainty in predictions.
Durring the desiggn of the equuipment, the
app
parent simpliciity in operatiing principle
inviited to the supppose a high reppeatability of
meaasurements. T
The practical use of this
dev
vice highlighteed a strong vvariability in
exp
perimental datta. If this vvariability is
relaated to the aact of measurring, several
imp
provements in design of the equipment or
in the
t procedure for testing ccan be easily
imp
plemented. O
On the contrrary, if the
deteected variabillity is relatedd to a real
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unpredictab
bility of physsical proprietiies of
bended tiles, it could reduce
r
their spread
s
perspectivee throughou
ut the pottential
application
ns, especially limiting
l
their use
u in
those casess where a quaality “assurancce” on
mechanicall and dimensional proprieties is
requested for
f absolving sp
pecific functions.
The probleem of uncertain
nty on experim
mental
measuremeents, compared
d with the inh
herent
variability of materials and processess is a
relevant matter
m
of in
nvestigation when
ceramics are
a involved. Itt should be veerified
that the acccuracy of meeasurement in itself,
intended both as precision
p
of the

insttrumentation uused that as correctness of
the procedure adoopted, is sufficiient to ensure
reliaable results for the parameters
inveestigated, at leaast compared tto the error of
the typical size o f the ceramic. In this case,
the adoption of tthis particularr device is a
valiid strategy foor monitoringg of product
quaality and processs.
In any
a case, it is ffar away from transforming
thesse bended tilees in large-m
mass products
with
hout implemennting an apprroach toward
TQM
M in which the use of this devise
reprresents a singlee step of controol.
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